Abstract-A 17 m diameter air Cherenkov telescope, dubbed MAGIC 1 , for ground based gamma ray astronomy above 30 GeV is under construction on the Canarian island of La Palma. The 577 pixel photomultiplier camera requires precise and regular calibration over a large dynamic range. A system for the optical calibration consisting of a number of very fast and powerful light emitting diode light pulsers is presented. We intend to calibrate each individual pixel up to 2000-3000 photoelectrons with different wavelengths, eg. 370 nm, 460 nm and 520 nm. We aim to achieve an absolute calibration at these three wavelengths by comparing the signal of the pixels with the one of specially prepared and calibrated photomultipliers, and in a later stage hybrid photon detectors, operated in single photon counting mode and with the use of well calibrated attenuation filters ('blind pixels'). The light flux of the pulser is cross calibrated by a 1 ¢ ¡ ¤ £ PIN diode (Hamamatsu), read out via a charge sensitive preamplifier. The PIN diode is calibrated with 60 KeV gammas (from an Am 241 source) producing a precise signal of 16570 electron-hole pairs. In addition there will be a computer adjustable continuous light source to simulate and calibrate the response of the PMTs in the camera to the moon and the light of the night sky. This will also help to handle star light in the field of view of the camera during analysis. Special attention is paid towards building a robust field usable device complying with IP 65 standards (sealed against heavy jet spray and dust).
I. INTRODUCTION AND CALIBRATION METHOD
Currently a 17 m diameter air Cherenkov telescope, dubbed MAGIC, for ground based gamma ray astronomy above 30 GeV is under construction on the Canarian island of La Palma. The camera of the MAGIC telescope [1] consists of 577 pixels, which are photomultipliers readout with 330 MHz flash-ADCs [2] . We use a 260 MHz analog optical link to transfer the electronic signal over 180 m from the telescope camera to the counting house. To measure the energy of gamma ray showers, it is necessary to compare the measured amount of Cherenkov light produced by the shower with Monte Carlo predictions. Therefore, an absolute calibration of the camera with respect to light flux is mandatory. By illuminating the camera with a pulsed light source (3-4 nanoseconds FWHM, variable source:
photons/sr, different wavelengths), the pixels can be 'flat fielded' (adjustment of the pixel gains to get the same response) and if the flux is known, absolutely calibrated. By producing absolutely calibrated light pulses of selected intensity, we are also able to calibrate the whole electronic chain from the PMT to the DAQ computer with respect to linearity. We discuss here three methods for the absolute light flux calibration: a) by single photoelectron counting with a PMT/HPD, b) by a calibrated PIN diode and c) by using the excess noise factor F. See also [3] , [4] , [5] . We also describe in detail the purpose of the adjustable continuous light source, which is intended to simulate 
The "blind pixel" method
The first calibration method is based on comparing the pixel response to a light pulser (17 m away from the camera) with the signal of a photomultiplier (PMT) or a hybrid photon detector (HPD) sitting in the camera housing. The PMT/HPD is darkened with a well calibrated filter (attenuating by a factor of 1000 in the whole wavelength range). Then the normal pixels see a strong signal from the pulser (~1000 photons) while the PMT/HPD only sees single photons at the same time ('blind pixel'). In both cases (PMT and HPD), the resulting photoelectron spectrum will be a sum of Gaussian distributions whose amplitudes are Poisson distributed.
are the means and variances of the individual Gaussians, k is the discrete number of photoelectrons in the Poisson distribution and 5 is the mean value of the photoelectrons, x plays the role of the random variable, which is in our case the observed ADC channel of an event. The standard deviation S of the pedestal (k=0) is equivalent to the electronic noise. The position of the pedestal is supposed to be at the origin ( X =0). The standard deviation of the first electron peak (k=1) (with subtracted electronic noise) is related to the excess noise factor of the PMT/HPD by the following definition:
Relation 2 can be derived from the more general definition
The variance of the second photoelectron peak (without electronic noise) is the double of the variance of the first one, etc.
As can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , it is possible to precisely extract the average number of photoelectrons 5 from a Poisson distribution fitted to the single photoelectron spectrum of a PMT or HPD. This distribution has a very characteristic shape and amplitude for each photoelectron peak. This is especially true for the HPD spectrum. Actually, only the knowledge of the number of events in the pedestal, over the total number of events, is already a good estimator for 5 , but a fit is more precise. In case of the PMT, first the pedestal and the first photoelectron peak have been fitted with single Gaussians in order to obtain the positions and their sigmas. Then the whole relation 1 has been fitted to the spectrum. Fig. 1 shows the single photoectron spectrum of the PMT together with the fit of several Gaussians with Poisson distributed amplitudes and their superposition. The comparison of the same measurement with 2 different attenuation filters (100 and 1000), calibrated across all wavelengths with 1 % precision, shows that the accuracy of determining the average number of photoelectrons (in case of the PMT) with this fitting method is better than 2 %. See also [6] . The measurement has been made with the full chain of the MAGIC camera readout (PMT with transimpedance amplifier, transmitted via 180 m optical fiber and recorded by the 330 MHz flash-ADCs). The integration interval of the FADC sequence was only 15 ns which will be important when including night sky background. We used a mesh type PMT of Hamamatsu (R7400P) with around 85% collection efficiency and a gain of 2.5 million.
The single photon counting mode of the HPD 2 is more precise than the one of a classical PMT. It also has the advantage that the collection efficiency of the HPD is close to 100% which reduces the corresponding systematic error. See [7] . Figure 2 shows the single photoelectron resolution after the optical link, recorded with a charge amplifier and a shaping time of only 25 ns. The HPD had a total gain of around 5000. The fit of the Poisson distribution to the PhE spectrum gives a more precise result than in the case of a PMT. Here, again, we first fit all the peaks with single Gaussians in order to find positions and sigmas as initial values and then fit the whole spectrum with relation 1.
Up to now backscattered electrons (from the first dynode (PMT) or from the internal APD (HPD)) have not been taken into account. In case of the PMT one can see the backscattered events on the right-hand side of the pedestal (Fig. 1 ). They account in this case (mesh type PMT) only to a small amount (y-axis is in logarithmic scale) and a correction to 5 is not necessary for the accuracy we need.
In case of the HPD the backscattering has a bigger effect. In a strong electric field the electrons are accelerated and focused on a Si avalanche photo diode (APD). According to [8] , [9] and [10] around 18% of the photoelectrons are backscattered from the APD. The measured average amount of photoelectrons less than the actual one and has to be corrected.
is the fractional energy that is absorbed by the Si-APD and can be calculated [10] . It amounts for Si to approximately
. With this correction we get the original average number of photoelectrons.
For these measurements we used only short integration intervals because we have additional noise coming from the light of the night sky. The night sky background is expected to be around 1 photon/(ns*pixel) in the case of the MAGIC telescope. In 15-25 ns it accumulates the noise of 15-25 photons (
) compared to 200-2000 photons (depending on LED color) from the pulser. Consequently it is possible to calibrate the camera during the night just before the normal observation run. The attenuation filter reduces the signal of the pulser at the calibration pixel entrance, so that it will operate in single photoelectron counting mode. The light of the night sky (noise) decreases by the same factor.
The PIN diode method
The second method uses a PIN diode, which monitors the light pulses very close (150 cm) to the pulser. The PIN diode is read out using a charge sensitive preamplifier with a shaping time of also only 25 ns. The effect of the night sky background is negligible. The electronic noise of the preamplifier is around 1500 photoelectrons. In the measurement shown in the plot below the signal has again been transmitted by the MAGIC optical link connection.
The PIN-diode is calibrated with an Am 241 source which emits 59.95 keV gammas, generating a charge distribution peaking at
photoelectrons in the diode [11] . The assumed average energy to create an electron-hole pair by ionization is 3.62 eV at 20o Celsius. The PIN diode is illuminated through a well known diaphragm and, by comparing the signal from the pulser with the signal of the gammas, it is possible to calculate the light flux. From the distributions the light flux can be very precisely measured. The quantum efficiency of the diode has been obtained by comparison with a calibrated PIN diode from Hamamatsu for each wavelength. An average QE is then obtained by folding the LED spectrum with the QE for each wavelength (see 8) . Light reflections on the diode and charge collection at the surface are already included in that value. The mean value of the observed photoelectrons can be calculated by:
The excess noise factor method
In the past, many Cherenkov telescopes have been calibrated with the so-called excess noise factor method [12] . Another common method has been to use a strong pulsed light source, usually a nitrogen laser, where light pulses are used to flat-field the pixels. If the mean value and the variance of the pedestal and the signal peak are known, it is possible to extract the number of photoelectrons N. By inverting the definition of the excess noise factor 3, and using the fact that for the Poisson distribution the mean value equals the variance 5
, one can derive the following equation:
S describes the electronic noise, S the measured standard deviation of the signal peak and X is the distance of the signal peak from the pedestal. Fig. 4 illustrates the measurement. The advantage of this method is that it can be directly applied to the PMTs in the camera without a further need of additional devices. The disadvantage of this method is that the excess noise factor F has to be known very precisely for each pixel in the camera, but the measurement of F is not trivial because of the quadratic relation, and it introduces a rather big systematic error of easily 20%-30%.
It should be noted that in this method, external fluctuations of the photons either hitting the PMT cathode directly or over 1 (or 2) reflections of the Winston cones (light guides in the camera) are present and increase F. Also the optical link that we use has fluctuations in gain, which contribute substantially to the effective excess noise factor. Therefore the excess noise factor of the PMTs has to be measured with the light concentrators mounted and read out in the same way with an optical link. Then, because the flux measurement is done with the light guides mounted rather than by using a calibrated diaphragm, an additional unknown systematic error is introduced due to the light concentration efficiency. Fig. 5 demonstrates the procedure of the measurement. The mean and the variance of the first photoelectron peak have to be calculated from a single photoelectron spectrum from which the pedestal has been subtracted in order to take into account the backscattering tail on the left side of the single photoelectron peak because this effects strongly the calculation of the variance. Then equation 2 can be applied.
Comparison of the flux measurements with the three methods
It is useful to have three independent methods for the flux measurement, because in this way it is possible to see if the PMT or the PIN diode changes its properties during the course of operation on the island. In addition it provides redundancy for the calibration.
All three methods measure the number of photoelectrons generated in the detector. To calculate the light flux, the collection efficiency of the PMT/HPD, the different quantum efficiency (QE) distributions of the PMT/HPD and the PIN diode, the spectra of the pulser LEDs z 5
and some additional geometric factors have to be taken into account. The QE distributions are measured by comparing the signal of the detector at a given wavelength with a calibrated commercial PIN diode [13] . By folding the LED spectra with the quantum efficiency (QE) curve, we obtained the average QE of the PMT and the PIN at the mean emission wavelength of the LED.
The geometrical factors are the area A of the calibrated diaphragms and the distance d of the detector to the pulser. In the case of the PMT the collection efficiency also has to be known. 
The RMS noise has proven to be quite imprecise and as well as difficult to measure. Attempts are complicated by pickup noise not due to LONS, such as noise from the telescope motors and electronics. One needs to accumulate a number of events and therefore pedestal runs are necessary. The current is easy to measure and is actually measured frequently (every tenth of a second). Since for the azimuth axis mounted MAGIC telescope, the star field is rotating relative to the camera coordinate system, stars are constantly moving in and out of the field of view of individual pixels. Thus the noise of the individual pixel is changing on a minute's scale. In addition, the telescope structure can oscillate a little due to the wind, which may cause stars to jump between two pixels.
The analysis of the data depends very strongly on the noise level of each pixel. The shower images must be cleaned from noise before the main image parameters (Hillas parameters) are calculated from a particular image. This is done by a dynamical cut, depending on the RMS noise in each pixel. As a result the image parameters are also dependent on this RMS noise and can be corrected afterwards. (so-called 'zonking', see [14] ). This correction improves the separation of hadronic air showers (background) and electromagnetic air showers (signal). Therefore the RMS noise plays an important role in the analysis.
To be able to calculate the image parameters in a clean way, the noise level in each pixel should be known on a minutes scale. This is achieved through use of the continuous light source. By simulating different levels of continuous light background, the DC-current of each pixel can be calibrated with noise RMS with high statistics. The DC current can now be used to measure the RMS noise with fast response.
In this way data taken during moon shine can be handled in a natural way and stars in the field of view cause fewer problems.
II. HARDWARE AND SETUP
The calibration system is currently being installed at the telescope. The setup is sketched Fig. 6 . The MAGIC telescope has a mirror dish with 17 m diameter and a focal length of also 17 m. The camera of the telescope is mounted 17 m above the mirror. The waterproof pulser box sits at center of the mirror dish. The PIN diode is mounted 3 degrees off-axis at 150 cm above the pulser.
Pulsed light source and related hardware
Instead of using an expensive, difficult to operate laser pulser, we use a circuit consisting of two avalanche transistors discharging a small capacitance (33 pF) through five parallel LEDs (Fig.  7) . The capacitance is charged with 600 V and during the very fast switching of the transistors a very high current of around 10 A through the LEDs during 2 ns FWHM is achieved. In this way it is possible to generate light pulses of
photons with 3 ns -4 ns FWHM duration. (See Fig. 8) .
For calibrating at different wavelengths we use different colors: 460 nm (blue), 370 nm (UV), 520 nm (green). Fig. 9 shows the emission spectra together with the QE of the PMT in the camera. All LEDs are from Nichia (old type, single quantum well LEDs), which are capable of producing very fast pulses. The light output is being homogenized with a frosted glass plate. The light uniformity (per solid angle) is around 2-3% (Fig. 10) across the camera area.
To get different light amplitudes we trigger several of these pulser modules at the same time. Sixteen pulser modules of five LEDs each are mounted on the main pulser board. The modules ) in the camera depending on the color of the LED (blue LEDs give~400 PhE/Pixel, Green LEDs give~200 PhE/Pixel and UV LEDs~50 PhE/Pixel). In this way we can calibrate the camera in steps to up to 2000 -3000 photoelectrons per pixel, and the whole electronic chain from the PMT to the computer can be calibrated with respect to linearity. The continuous light source is also controlled by the same CAN bus controller.
The light output of the LED might change a little depending on the its temperature which changes with the weather conditions. Since each train of calibration events is evaluated separately it doesn't matter. A heating effect due to it's pulsed operation has not been observed. The pulse rate is very slow and the total power dissipated in the LED is small (some ( X W).
The field usable setup
Like all the parts of the telescope, the calibration setup must also be installed in a way that complies with the IP65 standard (sealed against heavy jet spray and dust). For this purpose the pulser electronics with CAN bus controller as well as the PIN diode plus preamplifier and optical link driver will be installed in waterproof boxes. For simplicity all the voltages required for the electronics, including the high voltage for the pulser modules, are generated inside the box. In this way the number of connectors are minimized. The "blind pixels" are inside the camera housing and do not need any special treatment.
III. CONCLUSION
The MAGIC telescope is a new generation Cherenkov telescope with high sensitivity. To achieve precise measurements of astronomical phenomena, an improved calibration procedure, is necessary. We use a simple electronic circuit which produces very short pulses (3-4 ns) with a very high flux of around
photons/sr (uniform within 4 degrees opening angle to the camera direction (Fig. 10)) . We apply two different independent methods for an absolute light flux calibration of the camera. We aim for an accuracy of better than 5 %. This improves on the accuracy of excess noise factor calibrations of past Cherenkov telescopes. MAGIC will perform some measurements where precision in the absolute en-ergy scale is mandatory.
In addition we will be able to calibrate the linearity of the electronic chain and the rough QE for each PMT at three different frequencies, an important measurement since PMT response changes as the instruments age. A new method in our approach, compared to that of past Cherenkov telescopes, is also the measurement of the RMS noise generated by stars and the moon. This lets us apply corrections to data analysis and to improve the separation of hadronic and electromagnetic air showers.
